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The real silkworm is about this size.

 Hi!  
I am ‘Wormie’ the 

silkworm!  Look for me
in the story.
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-VOOK
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What actions turn  What actions turn  
cotton into clothes?cotton into clothes?
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Clothes  
are 

cozy!
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Where do clothes  
come from?

thread 

 cloth  
       

shirt    fibers   
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Clothes are made from cloth!
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Cloth is made from threads!

Look at 
thread 

up close.  
It is made of 
twisted lines. 

 Do the twist!
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Threads are made from fibers!

Fibers 
are thin 

and long.

Cotton seed and fibers.



Plants, animals and  
people make fibers.

People use
chemicals to  

make fibers too.
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Cotton fibers  
grow on plants.

Bugs like the 
boll weevil eat
cotton plants.

It’s so 
soft!

cotton
flower

boll

The real boll weevil is about this size.
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The first airplanes 
had cotton cloth wings!

What is made from Cotton?

Today, many clothes are made from cotton.
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Did you know that money  
is made from the fibers  

of two plants?

Flax makes linen!

cotton 
flax
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Wool and silk fibers
come from animals.

Silk comes from 
what is called 
a worm but 
is actually a 
caterpillar. 

Wool comes 
from sheep.
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Yum!  

How do you go from
moth to cloth?
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This is the moth

that lays the 
eggs

that hatch into 
worms, that eat the 

leaves

and make silk cocoons.
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Why is silk  
called worm spit?

Silk comes out of the 
worm’s head to make a cocoon. 
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People make 
fibers from chemicals.
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This is how 
to make polyester.

Mix two chemicals
together,

add heat and pull into thin threads.

These clothes are made of polyester.

Poly

Ester
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It is interesting that soda  
pop bottles with this sign

are made from polyester too.

Fair Use Fair Use 
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Why do we wear 
different fabrics?
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We wear cotton
for comfort,

wool for 
warmth

and silk because
it’s shiny!

We wear polyester because it resists 
wrinkles.
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Over

Under

Actions turn
fibers into cloth!

Threads go over
and under to
weave cloth.
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Here are more ways to make fabrics:

knit loops, criss-cross 
braid

and smash felt.

These actions are used to:  
knit socks, braid shoe laces and make felt jackets.
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ClothCloth 
comescomes

in manyin many
colors!colors!
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Colors and shapes form patterns!

How are different
patterns put on to cloth?

plaid

paisley

polka dots
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This shirt is tied 
into many parts

and then dye is added

to make tie-dye!

Coooool shirt!

 Tie-Dye
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 Screen Print

Here is an example.

This screen has patterns that are printed on to cloth.
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 Roller Print

These rollers print long, repeating 
patterns.  This is the most  
common way to add color to cloth.

Here is an example.
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 Cut and Sew

Pieces of cloth are 
cut into shapes and 
sewn together to 
make clothes.

cut sew
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Clothes are the results of these actions:

weave,

and sew.

cut
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Fibers make more than just clothes.
They also make things like...

curtains,

couches,

and carpets.
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We all use fabrics when we:

play,

work,

leap,

and sleep.
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Now, to close on clothes. 

First, people
wore animal 

skins. Next, people wore
wool and cotton.

Today, we
also wear clothes 

made from chemicals.
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pillowpillow

couchcouch

back
backpack

pack

toweltowel

meme

rugrug

Because of this book, I now  
understand how fibers are made  

into the fabrics that I use everyday!
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Word List

Word Definition Page
braid Criss-cross threads together. 20

chemicals Ingredients that mix together to make things 6, 14

cloth Fabric made from woven threads 3, 19

cocoon Hard shell made by silk worms.  It is made of
silk fibers. It’s where the caterpillar turns into a moth.

12

cozy clozy Comfortable clothes 1

fabric Something made from fibers 20

felt Glue and smash threads together 20

fiber Something thin and long that is used to make threads 5

knit Loop threads together 20

pattern Colors and shapes 22

polyester A fiber made by people from chemicals. 15,16

roller print Apply color to cloth using sequential rollers.  This is the most 
common way to add patterns to cloth.

25

screen 
print

Use a screen (similar to a window screen) 
to squeegee color onto cloth.

24

sew Join pieces of cloth together with a needle and thread 26, 27

threads Fibers twisted together into thin and long strands 4, 5

tie-dye Tie cloth into parts and dye to make patterns. 23

weave Move threads over and under each other to make cloth. 19, 27
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Try It!

 Look at Labels to see what fabrics are 
made from!  What actions add color?   
How are the fibers turned into fabrics?   
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Review

From fibers to fabrics, 
it takes many actions to 
make our closets full of 
colorful, comfy clothes.
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thread thread 

 clothcloth   
       shirt  shirt      

fibers   
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Cozy Clozy - From Fibers To FabricsCozy Clozy - From Fibers To Fabrics is a  is a 
short story that shows the following.  Why short story that shows the following.  Why 
are fibers made into things?  How are clothes are fibers made into things?  How are clothes 
made and colored?  What things are made made and colored?  What things are made 
out of fibers?  Who uses fabrics?  The brief, out of fibers?  Who uses fabrics?  The brief, 
fun flowing words complimented with colorful fun flowing words complimented with colorful 
and clear pictures share a story children love and clear pictures share a story children love 
to hear.  After reading the book, children take  to hear.  After reading the book, children take  
an active interest in cloth.  They notice an active interest in cloth.  They notice 
different fibers and fabrics in their world.  different fibers and fabrics in their world.  
Adults also find themselves looking at labels Adults also find themselves looking at labels 
and understanding textiles more.and understanding textiles more.


